
Practical Examples
Workshop Scientific Storytelling



Main character, desire, obstacle

VIDEO: Genes as Medicine | HHMI BioInteractive video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GGEiaDau7hU&feature=youtu.be&t=655

Will Dr. Jean Bennett 
(main character) succeed 
to cure blind dogs (wish), 
while earlier trials by 
injecting viruses (action) 
always failed and a 
human subject even 
died? (obstacles)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GGEiaDau7hU&feature=youtu.be&t=655


Creative choice of main character

VIDEO: A Day in the Life of a Motor Protein
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMKlPDBRJ1E&t=3s

John, the motor protein

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMKlPDBRJ1E&t=3s


Once there was… 

VIDEO: Once upon a time... #cometlanding

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33zw4yYNGAs&t=2s

Once there was... a comet-lander named Philae 
Every day... he traveled with his mother 
through the universe, eagerly awaiting his 
arrival at a comet. 
Then one day... Philae was released by his 
mother to start his wonderful journey of 
discovery! 
Because of that…he descended to the comet 
and touched the surface 
Because of that…he found that it was not 
possible to anchor himself properly to the 
comet! He drifted away again, how terrible! Etc
(repetition: obstacle, wish) 
Until finally... he had performed all the 
measurements satisfactorily and went to sleep 
peacefully.

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=%23cometlanding
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33zw4yYNGAs&t=2s


How to start with a story

VIDEO: TED talk, Gene editing - Jennifer Kahn
https://www.ted.com/talks/jennifer_kahn_gene_editing_can_now_change_an_entire_species_forever/transcript?source=tumblr&language=nl#t-8977

Jennifer Kahn talking about gene editing:

“This is a talk about gene drives, but I'm going 
to start by telling you a brief story. 20 years ago, 
a biologist named Anthony James (variation of 
“It is…[main character] is…”) got obsessed with 
the idea of making mosquitos that didn't 
transmit malaria. (desire). It was a great idea, 
and pretty much a complete failure. For one 
thing, it turned out to be really hard to make a 
malaria-resistant mosquito (obstacle).”

https://www.ted.com/talks/jennifer_kahn_gene_editing_can_now_change_an_entire_species_forever/transcript?source=tumblr&language=nl#t-8977


Metaphore

VIDEO: Cotton Candy you can’t eat

https://www.eye-openers.nl/en/meetthecrew/jeroen-codee/

All cells have a kind of 
jacket of sugar 
molecules, somewhat 
like cotton candy.

https://www.eye-openers.nl/en/meetthecrew/jeroen-codee/


It is… [date], [main person] is… [context]

ARTICLE: Hypoxia City

https://vis.sciencemag.org/hypoxia-city

“ON A COLD, GRAY MORNING earlier this year, Ermilio

Sucasaire, a gold miner, sat in a white plastic chair 
with a stack of papers and a pen in his hand. 
His inquisitive eyes scanned a large room where a 
group of scientists were performing tests on his 

colleagues. […]”

https://vis.sciencemag.org/hypoxia-city/


Thank you for participating!


